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Abstract. Most object databases offer little or no support for eventbased programming over and above wha t is provided in the programming language. Consequently, functionality offered by traditional database triggers and event-condition-action (ECA) rules has to be coded in
each application. We believe that a notion of triggers should be offered
by object databases to facilitate application development and a clear separation of concerns. We present a general and flexible event model tha t
unifies concepts from programming languages and database triggers. We
describe an implementation of the model and how it can support the
requirements of a rich variety of applications.

1

Introduction

Event-based programming is gaining in popularity and is a paradigm now used in
a wide range of applications. The underlying concept of automatically invoking
actions in response to pre-defined events is well-known in traditional databases
under the term triggers. Triggers were first introduced into databases as a means
of maintaining database consistency. Later, they were generalised into eventcondition-action (ECA) rules capable of representing business logic and widely
promoted in the active database community.
Most object databases offer little or no support for event-based programming
over and above what is provided in the programming language. Consequently,
functionality offered by database triggers and ECA rules has to be coded in
each application, resulting in a duplication of programmer effort. Further, the
event model offered by most object-oriented programming languages is more
restrictive than that typically offered by database triggers and ECA rules. We
therefore believe that object databases should offer a concept of triggers in order
to facilitate the application development process and support a clean separation
of concerns.
In this paper, we present a general and flexible event model for object databases that unifies concepts from programming languages and database triggers.
The model is capable of supporting a rich variety of application requirements
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common in emerging domains such as sensor databases as well as more traditional app lications. Further, it also supports distributed triggers where an event
in one database may trigger an action in another database.
Section 2 provides the background in terms of database triggers, ECA rules
and support for event-based programming in object databases. We then present
the core of our unified event model in Sect. 3 and a detailed discussion of event
scopes in Sect. 4. The architecture of our event system and details of implementation are given in Sects. 5 and 6, respectively. To illustrate the use of our
model, a small example application is presented in Sect. 7. Concluding remarks
are given in Section 8 .

2

Background

Database triggers were first developed as a mechanism to automate basic database management tasks such as integrity constraint enforcement, view maintenance and authorisation control. Once the potential of a mechanism to automatically invoke actions in response to pre-defined events was realised, triggers
were generalised into the concept of ECA rules that could be used to represent
business logic within the database and the field of active databases emerged. Active rules have also been used as the basis for version management and workflow
control systems. Recent research in the management of data streams has seen a
renewed interest in database technologies for event processing.
Active databases were an active area of research in the late 1980s and 1990s
with approaches based on both relational [1--8] and object-oriented [9-15] database management systems. These approaches are compared and classified in
[16]. While most of these systems provide a notion of ECA rules in different variations, the issue of rule component reuse has not been addressed in detail. In
addition, publish-subscribe mechanisms as known from programming languages
are not supported.
A number of architectures and frameworks for managing applications in distributed settings incorporate a notion of events. One of the earliest examples is
CORBA where the event service allows for the decoupling of the communication
between distributed objects. An example of more recent work is WebLogic Event
Server [17] which manages event-driven, distributed applications with applications interacting by exchanging events. Applications are developed in Java combined with their own event processing language (EPL) which is an extension to
SQL for querying streams of events. EPL rules can be dynamically changed and
adapted at runtime. Applications are based on and composed of so-called event
processing networks, a model based on Petri nets which represent an event flow
graph including the event streams, producers and consumers. No details about
how events are processed and the possible reuse of rules are given.
Other approaches introduce an event processing language for app lication development. For example, EventScript [18] is a language that processes events
and the corresponding actions based on regular expressions. The language can
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be executed in a Java-based runtime and it is claimed that it is easy to integrate
it with other runtime environments.
In [19], a rich event model is presented that incorporates concepts such as
typing, inheritance and exheritance, dynamic type inferencing as well as extensibility and addressability. Event objects can be accessed using different methods,
such as an event access expression, or using an event API in Java or C# or a
tailored event expression language.
Support for event-based programming in object databases tends to be limited. For example, db4o offers Java developers a concept similar to that of triggers
offered by most RDBMS. In order to introduce active behaviour, the classes of
persistent objects must implement a so-called Obj ectCallBack interface [20].
This interface declares a set of callback methods that correspond to the systemdefined trigger hooks provided by most RDBMS, while their body represents
the action to be taken. Actions can be executed upon one of the following:
before/ after object update, before/ after object creation and deletion, and before/ after object activation and deactivation. The action to be taken is implemented using Java and, since the interface is implemented by the class itself, the
developer has access to the internals of that class. However, having to implement
the desired set of methods of the interface for each and every class that should
exhibit active behaviour can involve a lot of work. In addition, incorporating
triggers and thus event processing into the persistent class itself inhibits any
kind of reuse. Furthermore, event processing is not orthogonal to the persistent
data but part of the domain class definition in the application logic. Note that
the scope of db4o callback methods is always the class, i.e. the extent of objects
of a given class that implements specific callback methods.
A more comprehensive approach is taken by the Java Versant API (JVI) for
the Versant Object Database where events are propagated from the database to
registered clients based on the JavaBeans event model. Four kinds of eventsclass, object, transaction demarcation and user-defined events-are supported
by Versant and for each type of event a corresponding listener interface exists.
The database and the clients communicate through so-called event channels
that are persistent across client applications and serve to limit the scope of the
monitored events. Clas&- based channels only propagate events of a certain class
of objects, while object-based channels monitor a set of objects. Finally, querybased channels can be used to receive events related to the objects contained
in the result set of the query. As a consequence, Versant overcomes some of the
limitations regarding the scope of events present in db4o as mentioned above.
Also, by separating the kind of events from the scope of monitored events, their
approach is capable of supporting a higher degree of flexibility and reuse. As in
the approach taken by db4o, event handlers are defined by the application logic
and executed on the client side. In contrast to traditional database triggers that
are part of the database logic and executed on the server side, this approach can
lead to several problems. Events are often used to ensure the consistency of the
database, i.e. to execute maintenance code when objects are created or deleted.
If the event handling logic is defined by the client, different clients can produce
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different and even inconsistent database states. Another problem stems from
the fact that if events are triggered on the server and handled on the client this
results in an increased communication overhead that can have adverse effects on
the performance of the system.
As another option, Java application developers can make use of the ObserverObservable pattern [21] offered by the Java API. The developer can create a class
that extends the Observable class as well as a set of classes that implement the
Observer interface. Objects of classes that implement the Observer interface
can register themselves to observe objects of classes that extend Observable.
However, this pattern and its Java implementation is not intended for persistent
classes. As already mentioned, a class to be observed has to extend the Java
class Observable and thus will maintain a list of registered observer objects.
In the setting of persistent objects, the instances of the observable class are
most likely to be made persistent. Since the Observable class is provided by
the Java API, the application developer cannot declare that list of observers
as transient and consequently has to store the observers implicitly with the
object itself. Obviously, storing the list of observers along with an object can
cause several problems upon retrieval, such as observers which no longer exist or
double instantiation of the same observer object. In addition, the event handling
is again not orthogonal to the actual persistent classes, since these classes have
to extend the Observable class and manage the list of observers.
We believe that object databases need a well-defined event model that offers the generality and flexibility supported in active databases and modern
event processing systems. By introducing the concept of event types and event
handlers, event processing functionality can be made orthogonal to persistence,
thereby ensuring that the goal of transparent persistence is not violated. The
model should support user-defined as well as system-defined event types with
a registration service that allows one or more handlers to be associated with
the same event type, with handler selection depending on conditions of event
activation. Further, the model should support reuse of event types and event
distribution. With these goals in mind, we have designed and implemented such
a model which we describe in the remaining sections of this paper.

3

Event Model

Our approach unifies concepts known from active databases with related ideas
from object-oriented programming languages and notification systems. We introduced these concepts in the context of mobile databases in previous work
[22] and now present how they can be adapted for object databases and their
application domains in general.
We base our event model on the four concepts of event triggers, event types,
event handlers and event actions shown in Fig. 1. In contrast to active databases
where the single concept of a rule or trigger encapsulates a number of concepts,
our approach separates the actors involved in event processing, namely, defining
events, firing triggers upon event detection and processing. Defining and repre-
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senting these concepts as entities in their own right leads to a higher potential
for reusability and provides the basis for specifying behaviour at a finer level of
granularity.

Event System
associated

*

Event Type
*
defines

1

1

Event Handler

*

*

Event Object

handles

*

1

Event Trigger

fires

*

1

triggers

Event Action
associated

*

1

Event

Fig. 1. Event system concepts

An event type defines an operation and a scope. The operation is an activity
upon which handlers should be notified. The scope denotes the source in which
the activity should be detected, such as a single object, set or class of objects.
For example, an event type PersonCreat ion could specify the Person class as
the scope and the creation of a Person instance as the operation. We will discuss
event scopes in detail in the next section.
An event action consists of a set of operations to be executed. Operations can
include the execution of any database operation, notification of the application
or firing of other events.
An event handler defines the entity that is registered to be notified upon the
occurrence of an event of a certain type. An event handler is associated with an
event type and action. As in active databases, the execution of the action can be
guarded by a conditional expression. If it evaluates to true, the actions specified
by the event handler are executed. To continue with our example, an event
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handler could be created and associated to the event type PersonCreation and
to an action that should be executed upon that event. The action could consist
of inserting the newly created instance into a given set of persons. Finally, an
event handler may optionally specify a life cycle that governs when the handler
can be invoked. The life cycle can be specified as a given point in time, a time
span or a certain number of executions.
As can be seen in Fig. 1, event types and event actions can be associated
to more than one event handler to allow for maximum reuse, while an event
handler is always associated with exactly one event type and one event action.
As in many notification systems, our model allows fallback actions to be defined
that will be executed if the main event action fails. These are not included in
Fig. 1 for the sake of simplicity. Note that fallback actions correspond to normal
actions.
An event trigger is invoked as a r esult of the occurrence of an event, i.e. the
detection of an activity within a source that matches an operation/scope combination specified by an event type. In our example, a trigger would be invoked
whenever a new instance of the Person class is created. The trigger fires an event
object that contains the scope object itself as well as all additional information
needed for handling of the event. In our example, the scope object would be the
newly created Person instance.
In summary, an event handler glues t ogether an event type and an action. If
an event of that type occurs, the trigger is invoked and fires an event object . The
event object is handled by all h andlers associated to the event type that defines
the event object. Note that an event handler handles all event objects defined
by its associated event type and that an event object may in turn be handled
by a number of event handlers that are associated to that same event type.
Inspired by the concepts of observables in object-oriented programming languages, an event type describes a certain class of events and serves as a registration point for interested subscribers. Hence, an event type provides a way to explicitly specify what has been defined only implicitly in traditional databases by
predefined events. Of course, these predefined database event types also exist in
our model, but they are represented as system-defined event types and therefore
provide full access to their metadata. As a result, the scope and its operations
can be changed at runtime. In addition, this separation and publish-subscribe
way of registering for event types also favours the handling of distributed events.
Handlers can not only register to event types residing in their local database,
but also to remote event types and, thus, react locally on remote events.
In contrast to database systems where events are exclusively triggered by
the system, programming languages allow events to be defined and fired by
user code. However, most programming languages still combine the definition
of an event type and an event trigger in a single class that defines itself to be
observable and then fires events whenever its internal state changes. Hence, a
client of the class has no possibility to fire the events defined by the class. While
this coupling might be appropriate sometimes for reasons of security, we have
chosen to separate types and triggers for the sake of generality. Due to this
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separation, an event type also needs to specify a set of constraints that capture
who is granted permission to fire events of that type and who can subscribe
handlers for it. If the database object that fires the event has been granted
access by the corresponding event type, the subscribed handlers are invoked and
the specified parameters are passed along. By representing event triggers as a
discrete concept, events can be fired by external processes such as the client
application. Further, our system supports the definition of so-called multiple
triggers. Instead of firing only once, a multiple trigger remains active in the
system and repeatedly dispatches events at previously defined points in time.

4

Event Scopes

In Sect. 3, we introduced the notions of scope and operation as attributes of an
event type definition. In this section, we take a closer look at these two concepts,
introducing a classification of scopes and operations and showing how they can
be combined in order to obtain a general and flexible means of defining event
types and supporting reuse.
A scope can be a single object instance, a group of instances, a class of
instances, a collection, a transaction or global. Thus, the granularity of an event
type can be chosen according to specific application needs. A handler can be
notified about an operation executed on a single instance, on any instance within
a group of instances or an instance of a particular class. Depending on the scope,
a set of operations can be chosen upon which the event is raised. The scopes and
their corresponding operations are summarised in Tab. 1.

Table 1. Event scopes and triggering operations

Scope
Instance
Set of instances
Class extent
Class
Collection
Transaction
Global

Operations
Retrieve, update, delete
Retrieve, update, delete
Create, retrieve, update, delete
Schema evolution
Insert, remove object
Begin, abort, commit
Clock, external

The operations on scopes of single instances, groups of instances and instance
classes are operations on an instance itself, such as the retrieval, update and
deletion of an instance. Operations on the class extent additionally include the
creation of new instances. Note that the scope of a class refers to the class as a
structure and the corresponding operations include schema evolution activities
such as altering a class definition and subclassing. The scope of a collection
differs from a group of instances in that we refer to the concept of collection
in the former and the actual member objects in the latter. This distinction
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becomes important since, for every scope, we have a different set of operations
which can cause a trigger to be fired. While the scope of a collection is associated
with operations such as insertion and removal of members, operations associated
with the scope of a group of instances include retrieval, update and deletion of
the instances. Operations on the scope of a transaction include begin, abort and
commit and the global scope is associated with clock operations and any external
operation such as user-defined operations.
A single instance is always a member of one or multiple class extents and
can be a member of an arbitrary number of sets of instances. Similarly, a set
of instances is always a subset of a class extent. Therefore, an activity that is
detected on a single instance is also detected within the scope of the instance's
class extent and any set to which the instance belongs. As a consequence, the
set of scopes S is a partially ordered set where the partial order ~ is given
by { instance ~ seLof_instances, instance ~ class_extent, sei_of_instances ~
class_extent, ... }.
Having the scope and operation stored in two separate attributes of an event
type allows for maximum reuse. For example, an attribute write operation can
be reused in the cases that the scope is a single instance, a set of instances or a
class extent. However, a complete separation is not possible as some operations
cannot be used with particular scopes and other operations are specific to a
single scope. An attribute write operation cannot be used in combination with
a collection scope while an insert operation can only be used with a collection
scope.
We now further specify the operations outlined in Tab. 1 and show how this
naturally leads to reusability. We introduce a minimal classification which consists of instance, extent, class, collection, transaction and global operations. For
example, an instance operation is an attribute read or write, a method invocation, or the storage, retrieval or deletion of an instance. A collection operation
is the insertion or removal of a member or access to a member. Table 2 summarises the main operations, their possible concrete operations and the scopes
with which they can legally be associated in an event type.

Table 2. Operatios
Operation Classes
Instance operations

Class Extent operations
Schema operations
Collection operations
Transaction operations
Global operations

Operations
Attribute read/ write,
method execution,
store, retrieve, delete
Create, store, retrieve,
delete
Changes to attribute or
method declarations
Insert, access, remove
Begin, abort, commit
Clock, external

Legal Scopes
Instance, set of instances,
class extent

Class Extent
Class
Collection
Transaction
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An instance operation denotes all possible operations on a single instance
such as reading or writing an attribute value, a method execution or its storage,
retrieval and deletion. Together with the possible scopes which can be a single
instance, a set of instances or a class extent, this operation spans a wide range
of event types for which handlers can be registered. An extent operation can
be either the creation of a new instance or the storage, retrieval or deletion
of an instance of a particular class. Therefore, these operations may only be
associated with a class scope. A schema operation includes changes made to class
definitions, i.e. the addition, removal or update of an attribute declaration as
well as changes to method signatures. Such operations must always be associated
with a particular class. A collection operation comprises all possible operations
on a collection as defined by common collection interfaces and is associated with
a collection object. A transaction activity may be a begin, abort or commit
operation and is associated with a transaction scope. Finally, global operations
such as a clock or an external application raising an event are not associated
with any particular scope object.
To represent an event type with which handlers can register to be notified
when an attrib ute value of a particular instance has been changed, an event type
with its scope attribute pointing to the instance of interest is associated with the
instance operation attribute write. Alternatively, if a handler is to be notified
upon the change of an attribute of any instance of a particular class extent, an
event type with the scope attribute pointing to the particular class is associated
with the same instance operation. In the case of an event type describing the
insertion of members into a collection, the scope attribute is set to the collection
of interest and the operation attribute to the insert collection operation.

5

Architecture

Figure 2 gives an overview of the system architecture. The event system is part
of the DBMS and consists of several components. A monitoring service monitors
the data in the database (D. On any operation defined by an event type, the
monitoring service fires a trigger and thus initiates the event processing @. The
event processor @ receives the trigger containing all the information required as
described in Sect. 3 and retrieves all registered handlers for a given event type
from the handler registry@. For each of these retrieved handlers, their condition
is first evaluated. If the condition is valid, the handler's action is executed. For
this purpose, the corresponding action is retrieved from the action library. If the
execution of the action fails, the fallback action is executed, which is in turn
retrieved from the action.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, our approach aims for maximum reusability by
providing an event type and an action library from which event types and actions
can be reused when registering a new handler. In addition, new event types can
be composed using existing event types. The system allows for runtime adaptivity
in that new event types, new actions and new event handlers can be built as well
as existing ones being manipulated and deleted.
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F ig. 2. Architecture

If a n ew h andler is to b e registered, t h e following steps have to b e taken. F irst,
an event typ e has to b e c reated, composed or selected from the event libra r y.
In addition, an action as well as a fallback action has eit h er to be specified or
an ex isting on e can b e selected and r eused from t he act ion lib rary. F inally, an
optional condition can b e defined to furth er constrain the act ion's execution.
N ote tha t when creating and registering a h andler, on e can decide b etween
creating a syn chronous or asynchron ous handler. If a trigger is fired a nd a synchronous h and ler is registered for tha t event , t he handler is p rocessed within the
given t r ansaction. If the base t ransaction is aborted, t h e operations performed
as a result of t he event handler executions are u n done as w ell. An asynch ron ous
h a n dler is in general less time-critical. T herefore asynch ronous handlers are p rocessed when t h e tra nsaction t h at created the t rigger is being commit ted, i.e. in
a separate t ransaction.
In addition, our app roach also allows t he dist r ibution of events. Remote h andlers can be registe red for rem ote events. T his imp lies that, when creating a
han dler, one can choose between cr eating a local or remote handler. Consider
the case in F ig. 2 where we h ave thr ee d a tabases and one da t abase w ou ld like
to subscribe to events t hat happen in anot her d a ta b ase. For ex a mple, assu me
DBMS 2 should react to an eve nt that hap pens in DBMS 1. To d o so, a so-called
remote handler t h at listens to even ts of a certain t ype residing in DBMS 1 has
to b e created and registered in DBMS 2. In cont rast to a local handler , t h is rem ote handler is associated wit h an event type defined in DBMS 1 a nd an action
defined in D BMS 2. In order to q uery t he ne twork for external event typ es, each
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DBMS exposes an external event manager, that, among other things, returns
their internal event type libraries upon request.
In our example, a remote handler is created in DBMS 2 and registered in
the handler registry of DBMS 2. The creation of a remote handler causes an
additional handler to be created implicitly and registered in DBMS 1 where the
event type of interest resides @. This handler is associated with the requested
event type and a special action that invokes the remote notification.
The notification process in that case works as follows. After a trigger for the
subscribed event type has been fired in DBMS 1, the DBMS 1 event processor
processes all handlers registered for that type of event @ as discussed before,
including the implicitly created handler. Note that the action of the handler in
DBMS 1 corresponds to the publishing process, basically forwarding the trigger,
including the scope object and other defined parameters, to DBMS 2. This is
carried out by the external event managers of the two sites. In our case, the
action of the handler in DBMS 1 forwards the trigger to the external event
manager of DBMS 2 (J).
In DBMS 2, the external event manager acts as an external application and
invokes a trigger to be fired by the monitoring service@. That trigger is conceptually equivalent to the trigger fired in DBMS 1 and contains the scope object
from DBMS 1 along with all other defined parameters. Consequently, all the
handlers for that event type are processed @, which includes the initially registered remote handler. As a result, DBMS 2 executes an action invoked by an
activity in DBMS 1.

6

Implementation

The event manager serves as the main interface to the event system for an application developer. Figure 3 shows UML diagrams of the three components
forming the manager interface. The event manager consists of two interfaces,
InternalEventManager and ExternalEventManager. The internal event manager provides the methods to create, update and delete instances of the concepts
introduced in Sect. 3, namely event types, handlers and actions. Note that triggers cannot be created explicitly. However, the Monitor interface provides a
fire(EventType, Object) method, which causes a trigger to be fired. Trigger
management is thus encapsulated by the Monitor. As a result, developers do
not have to first create trigger objects and then fire them but only need to use
one method call.
As part of the internal event management, the retrieval of handlers to be
notified about the occurrence of a particular type of event plays an important
role in the event processing. Once an event object has been fired - triggered
by a particular operation within a given scope - all event types having this
operation and scope must first be selected. Note that multiple event types may
be selected as the scopes may directly match or include each other by means
of their partial order. Second, when the event types have been selected, the
handlers registered for these are retrieved and notified. This two-stage process is
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I ntem aiEventManag or
createType(Scope , Actw ity , P[]. UHandle[]. UTnggerD) EventT ype
createAcl1on(Act1on) Actio n
createHandle ~ EventType. Action. Fallback. Condition. U fecycle) Handler
[update type. action. handler]
[delete type. action. handler]
Exte mal Eve ntManage r

getEventTypes(): EventType[]
receiV eRemoteT n g ge ~Tng ger)

Monitor

flfe(EventTyp e, Source, OperatiOn, P[], User,TL)

Fig. 3. API of the event manager

similar to the condition-action processing in active databases and [16] presents
an overview of implementations of its subroutines.
An external event manager serves as an interface to the publish/ subscribe
middleware introduced in Sect. 5. It therefore allows for a list of existing event
types to be retrieved, so that handlers residing on other databases can register
for them. It also declares a method rece i veRemoteTr igger which is used by the
middleware to notify the database about an event occurring in another database.
Having presented the event system API, we now describe the implementation
of the event model. Figure 4 shows simplified UML diagrams of the main classes
implementing the four core concepts of the event model, namely event type,
handler, trigger and action.

Trigger

EventType
Scope
Class[]
User[][]
<<interface>>
Action

I
\

.Handler
Cond1t1on
Li fecyd e

Source
Operat1on
Ob;ect[]
User
MultipliCity

execute(Ob;ect[])

Fig. 4. Metamodel of the event system

An event type has attributes defining the scope, the list of parameters passed
on to the handler and the two lists of users allowed to fire and handle events,
respectively. The declaration of the parameters is simply implemented as a list of
class objects denoting the type of each parameter. The scope attribute defines the
source of an event as defined in Tab. 1. For each scope, there is a corresponding
subtype of event type shown in Fig. 5. These subtypes declare an additional
attribute specifying the operation related to their scope. Each of the six kinds
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of operations introduced in Tab. 2 is implemented as an enumeration where the
members represent the concrete operation.

I
I

lnstanceEventType

llnstanceOperation

II

ClassEventType

SchemaOperation

I II
I

EventType

y

I

I I SetOflnstanceEventType I I ClassExtentEventType I
I llnstanceOperation
I IExtentOperation
I

CollectionEventType

Collect1onOperation

II

TransactionEventType

I I TransactlonOperation

II

GlobaiEventType

I IGlobaiOperation

I
I

Fig. 5. Event type specialisations according to the scope

A handler is composed of a condition object and a lifecycle object. The
condition object is an implementation of an interface defining an evaluation
method. This method is declared to return a Boolean value which is true if the
action is to be executed and false otherwise. Note that for the implementation
of this method, the entire system may be accessed as well as the parameters
passed to the handler upon notification. The lifecycle object encapsulates the
lifecycle definition assigned to the handler. Since a lifecycle can either be a time
span, a point in time or a number of notifications, it is modelled as a root class
Lifecycle with three subclasses TirneSpan, PointlnTirne and NUIIlberOf, each
declaring their specific attributes.
When a handler is notified, the condition method is evaluated and, if it
returns true, the action is executed. The action object is of a class implementing
the Action interface declaring the method to be executed. A second action
object serves as a fallback method to be executed if the former method call fails.
Consequently, when application developers create a handler, they must provide
two instances of the action interface, the condition interface as well as instances
of the lifecycle class.
Trigger objects contain the occurring operation, the object on which the
operation has happened, a list of parameter objects passed to the handler and the
user that executed the operation. Furthermore, a multiplicity attribute specifies
whether this trigger is fired once or multiple times, and, in the latter case, with
which period and for how many times or for how long. The multiplicity definition
is realised using a class Multiplicity with an integer attribute representing the
number of times the trigger should be fired.

7

Application

In order to outline the use of the proposed event system, we show how event
types, handlers and actions are implemented for an online book store. We assume
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a simple application domain shown in Fig. 6 consisting of persons ordering books.
A class Person represents customers who place an order. Instances of the Order
class are associated with any number of ordered items represented as instances
of the Item class. The status attribute of orders allows customers to be notified
about whether an order has been processed, paid or shipped. As a first example,

Person
Name
Address

orders

Order

rtem

Book
Trtle
Summary

Date
Statu s

Fig. 6. Application domain of an online book store

we want to configure the system to send an email to customers whenever the
status of their orders has changed. As a first step, an event type is created.
EventType eventType = eventManager.createEventType(
Order. class, InstanceOperation.ATTRIBUTE_UPDATE, null, null, null);
The event type is defined to fire an event whenever an instance of the Order
class has changed its status attribute. Note that the first parameter passed to
the handler is always the scope object on which the event has been triggered.
Therefore, the scope is set to the class extent Order and the operation is an
instance operation ATTRIBUTLUPDATE. Since a handler processing such an event
does not need any parameters, the p [] argument is set to null. Similarly, since
we do not want to introduce any user rights, the two user lists are set to null.
Next, an action is created with an implementation performing the act of
sending an email to a user whose order has changed its status. Then the action
is registered with the system in order to be added to the action library and made
available. As a fallback action, an action object is retrieved from the library which
notifies the system administrator about a failure.
Action action = new Action(){
public void execute(Object[] params)
{
Order order = (Order) params[O];
Person person= Queries.getPerson(order);
Mailer.statusChangeMail(person, order.Status);
}
};

eventManager.createAction(action);
Action fallback= eventManager.getAction(NotifySysadminAction);
Furthermore, a handler is created with the action previously defined and the condition that the updated attribute must be the one named Status. The condition
is implemented as an anonymous class.
Condition condition = new Condition()
{
public boolean evaluate(Object[] params)
Field attribute = (Field) params[1];

{
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return attriute.getNameO .equals("Status");
}
}

The handler's lifecycle parameter is set to null as the handler should behave
as if having no particular lifecycle. If no lifecycle is specified, a handler executes
its action whenever an event of a certain event type has been fired.
eventManager.createHandler(eventType, action, fallback, condition, null);

As a second example, customers may subscribe to be informed about special
offers. For this purpose, a set of user instances is maintained containing those
users to be informed. In what follows, we set the system to welcome any person
who has been newly inserted into this group.
Set<Person> subscribedCustomers = new HashSet<Person>();
EventType eventType = eventManager.createEventType(
subscribedCustomers, CollectionOperation.INSERT, null, null, null);

The scope of the event type is the collection assigned to the variable subscribedCustomers which contains all persons subscribed to be informed. The operation
that fires the event is an insert collection operation. The action consisting of
sending an email to the newly added person is defined and registered as follows.
Action action = new Action(){
public void execute(Object[] params)
{
Person member = (Person) params[l];
Mailer.welcomeSubscribed(person);
}
};

eventManager.createAction(action);
Action fallback= eventManager.getAction(NotifySysadminAction);

Finally, the handler is created and registered for the previously defined event
type.
eventManager.createHandler(eventType, action, fallback, null, null);

In order to demonstrate the use of remote handlers, we assume that the book
store has agencies located in particular countries and is handling orders from
these countries. An agency manages its own physical stock by means of an inventory database. For this purpose, the domain model shown in Fig. 6 is extended with a map Map<Book, Integer> which maintains the number of books
in stock. This map is kept up-to-date by a handler registered to be notified upon
the change of an order status to shipped. The event type is defined as an attribute
update on any object of class Order.
EventType orderStatusChanged = eventManager.createEventType(
Order.class, InstanceOperation.ATTRIBUTE_UPDATE, null, null, null);

The action consists of updating the map. Given the order that has changed its
status to shipped, all books it contains are retrieved. For each of these books,
the inventory map is updated.
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Action updateMap = new Action(){
public void execute(Object[] params)
{
Order order = (Order) params[O];
Set<Book> books= order.getBooks();
for (Book current : books)
{
II update Map<Book, Integer>
}
}
};

eventManager.createAction(action);

The handler is set to only execute its action if the status has been changed to
shipped. For this purpose, a condition is declared as follows.
Condition isShipped = new Condition()
{
public boolean evaluate(Object[] params)
{
Order order= (Order) params[O];
Field attribute = (Field) params[1];
return attriute.getNameO .equals("Status")
order.getStatus().equals(Order.SHIPPED);

&&

}
}

Having defined all required parts, the handler is created.
eventManager.createHandler(orderStatusChanged, updateMap, fallback,
isShipped, null);

Using remote handlers, a central database can be set to keep an account of
the stock of each agency. Similar to the inventory database of the agency, a
map Map<Agency, Map<Book, Integer» is used. Whenever a new agency is
created, a remote handler is registered for the event type orderStatusChanged
defined in the database of the agency.
To do so, the method ExternalEventManager .getEventTypesO is used to
retrieve all event types in the agency database. Once the orderStatusChanged
event type is selected, the method Int ernalEventManager. ere at eHandler 0
is used to create the handler. In the following code we assume that within the
book shop network the connection details about the agency database are known
as host: port. Furthermore, the selection of the particular event type leverages
the fact that all event types have a name that can be used to query for them.
Note that event type names have not been discussed in the scope of this paper
due to space limitations.
ExternalEventManager agencyEventManager
new ExternalEventManager("zurich.bookstore.com:3927");
EventType orderStatusChanged =
agencyEventManager.getEventType("OrderStatusChanged");
eventManager.createHandler(orderStatusChanged, updateMap, fallback,
isShipped, null);
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Note that the action must be changed in a way that it is able to handle the
central map Map<Agency, Map<Book, Integer» instead of the agency map
Map<Book, Integer>.

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an event model for object databases that provides support for event-based programming required by many application domains. As object databases are situated in the intersection of database systems
and object-oriented programming languages, our model unifies concepts that
have originated in either of these domains. Additionally, the proposed event
model clearly separates the concepts involved in event processing. It provides
all the event processing functionality within the database and orthogonal to the
data as well as support for event composition and distribution. In comparison to
similar proposals, our approach is therefore better suited to distributed scenarios
while at the same time offering a higher potential for code reuse.
An example of how code can be reused is the concept of the handler that
allows for indirect event notification registration. For example, a developer could
register two event handlers for the same event type, thereby reusing the event
types in order to define different actions in response to a given event. The conditions associated with the event handlers will determine which actions are executed. By providing event and action libraries, we offer maximum reuse and
flexibility for combining event types with actions.
A central contribution of our event model is the generalisation of the wellknown concept of event scopes. The approach we have presented can be seen
as an extension of the one taken by Versant discussed in Sect. 2. While their
solution motivates the scope concept as a valid approach to building a flexible
event model with a high potential for code reusability, Versant omits support for
some scopes that we believe are important. Specifically, collection data structures
and uniform access to metadata are important characteristics of most object
databases and, therefore, we have included additional event scopes to deal with
changes to collections as well as to the metadata, i.e. schema evolution. As
a consequence, in our definition, the scope of an event can either be a single
object, a group of objects, a collection of object or a class of objects as well as
a transaction or the global scope.
We have also presented an architecture and implementation to support our
event model in an object database, clearly detailing how the concepts of the
model are realised in the setting of the Java language. As our model is a unification of concepts that originated in the domains of databases and software engineering, our architecture can be used to handle events both on the server and the
client side. By default, events are processed within the database as they are part
of the database logic. However, our event model also supports distributed event
processing based on a publish/ subscribe middleware and, therefore, events can
also be handled on the client if required. Finally, we have discussed the imple-
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mentation of a simple application scenario based on the programming interface
of our unified event model.
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